Riding with Colonel Carde in Germany
_________________________________________________________

Niina Kirjorinne from the North of Finland is an close observer
and shares her German clinic experiences here.

I had an exceptional opportunity to participate Colonel Carde’s clinic at turn of the month March
and April in Germany. This was the first Colonels clinic ever held the in Germany, so one could
say history was written that day. I started my journey from Kokkola in Finland, taking two flights
to get to my destination nearby Munich. At Bavaria we were greeted by the familiar and
magnificent scenery of southern Alpine area of Germany. We were quite lucky to have that
inspirig view from the arena as well.
On Friday around noon I was introduced to that horse I would be riding during our lessons. I could ride
only once before riding in front of the audience. I was very lucky to receive advice regarding this
particular mare from Colonel Carde himself already on Friday, which helped to concentrate on the tasks
assigned to us and just feel how they were affecting the horse as well. This one of a kind warmblooded
mare had a name to live up to, Wart’s Ab. She belongs to the lady hosting this clinic, Verena Eiwen and
her horse was really sensitive and pleasant to ride. From here on I will be reporting on the weekend
classes and even though I could have kept going on and on I will do my best to summarize everything
into reader-friendly form. The actual knowledge from these classes is stored inside your head and the
feeling in your gut.

Wart's Ab, clinic organizer Verena Eiwen's Bavarian warmblood
mare enabled Finnish rider Niina Kirjorinne to train with colonel Carde in Germany

The clinic started off on Friday evening with Colonel Carde’s lecture on Principles of Good
Equitation. This compact and informative class covered such topics as harmony, calm working
methods, appreciation and development of mental and physical balance. Colonel defined balance in
four ways, and you always need all four of them:
·

Physical balance of the horse (light contact with the reins, active but slow movement)

·

Mental balance of the horse (availability, submission, relaxed and confident state of mind)

·

Physical balance of the rider (balanced seat, independent light hand)

·
Mental balance of the rider (concentrated, soft and calm attitude while riding and handling
horses)
Dressage is a mixture of sport and art, and we need to make these two work together. Harmony is
important, and it´s very important part of the art side.

Colonel Carde lectured on the „Principles of Goof Equitation“

All riders should avoid use of force at all cost and have patience. Horses are strong, but we riders are
clever. One should always maintain his calm state of mind. If the rider loses his calm he needs regain it
before continuing to work. The horse needs to be calm as well so it will be able to listen to the rider, and
if calmness is lost for any reason, it needs to be restored before you can continue what you was doing.
An upset horse will not listen or even understand what you are asking of it. The horse will react to your
agitated state of mind and the contact between you will be lost. The rider is responsible for the horses
mental and physical wellbeing and of the riders own as well. Riders working methods need to be calm,
composed and trustful.
All work with horses should be alternating and keep the horse as interested as possible to its work and
rider. Colonel reminded the audience to always work in a precise manner, preparing everything very
carefully. Every excercise badly done is not only useless, it is also harmful.
On Saturday and Sunday it was time for the lessons with all the riders and horses.
There were many different kinds of lessons, as the horses and riders were all new, and very different
types. It was interesting to see so many different kinds of approach to the excercises. All of them
worked with contact, balance, activity and all other important basics which you will return to on every
clinic and at your everyday riding at home, over and over again. A lot of time was used to create better
contact with the bit, because a good relaxed working manner is very depending on the quality of

contact and how the horses mouth works - is it stiff and resisting or soft and relaxed? Problems in a
horses way to use its body can be noticed at its mouth and contact, on the other hand many problems
can be solved from there. That´s because the horse does not always understand and accept the bit and
contact in a correct way, causing resistance also elsewhere in the body. Riders cause often contact
problems unwillingly, and when they are solved many other problems can be eased too. Riders hand
can easily be an interruptor and hinder horses movement, if you havent learned to use your hand in a
correct way. Every horse can be taught a good light contact, unless there is some bigger problems in
the mouth which disallows the use of bit. I have myself done a deep and total contact correction with my
own horse who had very heavy and stiff contact in the beginning, and I couldn´t agree more. There
simply is not any reason to ride with heavy contact day in, day out or even year after year.
There was plenty of talk about good frame, and the consequenses of different frames. Nowadays you
see a lot of horses ridden with overbent necks, and it is widely accepted, even a standard. Riders don´t
see and feel it is a disaster. This affects enormously on horses balance and contact with the bit, and
Colonel reminded repeatedly to choose balance instead of roundness when facing moments of
correction.
"Do I have to have my horse on a bit even if he is a bit low in front sometimes? Or do I think first about
the balance, even if my horse loose a good frame for a moment and then create from good balance a
horse on a bit?" - Colonel Carde
With horses you can´t be in a hurry, you need to give your horse the best possible conditions to work.
Horses need to be taught that slowing down means more activity. From their nature they think you
want them to stop when slowing down, and that is normal. This is something you need to think about
when practicing collection, and it might be more useful to create good collection first from walk, and ride
forward in trot from there to keep the horse thinking forward. Sometimes esspecially unexperienced
riders lose activity when slowing down, and learning this skill, active but slow way of moving for both
horses and riders is particularly important - from lazy movement nothing good can happen. No
impulsion, no horse, but it is easy to say. Most difficult to achieve are downward transitions, because we
must keep the horse active, balanced and light on the bit. To keep the horse light in front, we need a
horse that does not resist to the rider's hand. All movements need to be prepared carefully and
progressively. Horse needs to go forward when asked, but not moving faster. We need to keep the
horse in front of us, in best possible balance of the day. Seeking impulse from riding forward and
forward is a non-ending story.

Niina riding Wart's Ab in Germany

Contact with the bit was one of the main topics and we saw very interesting demonstration about a

horse with difficult contact. Correction was very gentle and you could see the difference only in minutes.
Colonel was also riding himself when needed, and some horses were worked even in hand from the
ground. Horses on the clinic were very different types, and all tools used were choosen carefully for just
that particular horse. Correcting the contact is not very difficult if the rider has a sensitive, relaxed and
listening hand which can reward exactly at the right moment. For myself this was one of the most
interesting topics on this clinic as the horse I was riding had in the beginning slightly restless mouth,
and got quickly much better following these principles. These tools are the same I have used at home
to correct my own horses contact problems, and this is always very interesting. Horses own neck was
used to help the excercise, having the hand forward enough to prevent blocking the natural movement
of the neck. This helps horse to understand that pulling the reins is not a good idea, if the horse pulls he
feels the pressure both in his mouth and his neck, and this also prevents the rider to use too much
pressure on the rein. The basics were taught at halt, and then you need to practice the same in
movement to make it work.

One of the most signif icant differences with this method compared to what we see in Finland is how
the hands are used. In Finland you are usually not allowed to move them, but in French tradition you
move your hands where you need them, thinking and feeling, using the beneficial effects of rein
directions without using any force. You do not fix the head and neck down with force, not with muscles
or common gadgets, neither with a strap on a saddle where reins are put through to create a pulley
effect, making the rider feel "soft" contact. This is something I see very often in use at home. I think
myself that using a good, light contact is a value judgement, it might not be the easiest way nowadays,
but you are still able to choose and use it. The pressure on the rein is very important topic. The rider
always decides how the contact is like, there is not such thing as "more contact". If horse is trying to be
heavy in front, the rider corrects this immediatley and here you really need precise, smart and soft
fingers. It is a mistake to think that riding without a contact is true lightness. For that true lightness you
need a permanent, light and soft contact. Contact is important for the balance and state of mind, it is
very important way of conversation between horse and rider. Riders have still a lot to learn about their
use of hands, they play piano and other instruments, they write, draw and so on. This kind of precision
and refined motor skills should be part of their riding too.

With Wart´s Ab we worked a lot with contact, peaceful movement and balance, but also with halts to
find the best possible preparation and balance to do a good halt. Before the halt gait needs to be active,
relaxed and balanced. As a preparation and fine adjustment we used lifting rein and the halt was taken
only when you managed to help the horse to better posture and best possible balance. When this was
done correctly, the halts became square and with light contact. With another horse I have done this

excercise thinking of piaffe just before the halt, with that horse the idea was that horse must not know if
he is going to be asked for piaffe or maybe a good halt. Now we used a different mental image, which
was better for this horse. I really like the way how all exercises are customized to work well with
different horses. The principles are the same, but you need to use your brain to find the right feeling to
your riding with just that horse, no matter if it is your own or if you just met the horse yesterday. We
were also doing a lot of suppling excersises, lateral movements and transitions, using lateral flexion to
refine those movements. It was very helpful and these exercices were really useful for this horse.
Between excercises and every now and then we let the horse rest for a short moment, letting the frame
become longer, still having a good contact with the bit and then softly getting back to work again with
same relaxed feeling. This sensitive mare really helped me to educate both my hand and rider intuition.
It was just awesome to be able to ride on such high-class training again and meet congenial and skilful
people. This kind of clinics give enormously inspiration to your work at home, and it´s great these tools
work also at home. The actual work is done mostly at home so you need to know and feel how to do it,
discussing with your horse calmly and in total understanding.
This training journey was fantastic and unique. It is a real honour to be able to learn from such great
horseman. Thank you all who made this possible!

